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In ocean engineering, dynamic positioning (DP) is
required for purposes such as pipe laying, offshore wind farm,
and methane clathrate extraction. Because of external forces,
the position and velocity of ships can deviate from the
planned position and velocity, and consequently, ships might
encounter DP problems during the working process, espe-
cially because of limitations on the use of anchor chains.
Therefore, systems for maintaining a stable position and
heading are required.
The first DP system, developed in the 1960s (Fay,
1989), involved a single-input single-output proportio-
naleintegralederivative (PID) controller and was designed for
controlling the horizontal motion of a plane (surge, sway, and
yaw). Through appropriate adjustment, the PID controller of
the DP system is typically effective in the concerned sea state.* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: z10301066@email.ncku.edu.tw (Z.-Y. Lee).
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CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).However, the control efficiency may be low for a different sea
state or at certain ship speeds.
Generally, vessels controlled by DP systems have different
types of thrusters, such as azimuth thrusters, propulsion pro-
pellers with rudders, for generating forces for maintaining the
desired position and heading in the horizontal plane (Morgan,
1978; Zalewski, 2011). DP systems involving different control
techniques based on linear optimal and Kalman filter theories
have been used in ships to overcome DP problems (Balchen
et al., 1980; Sørensen et al., 1996). However, the Kalman
filter should generally be combined with another analytical
technique in practice (Saelid et al., 1983). Lee et al. (2002)
developed a DP system based on the fuzzy theory, and it
was used for the control outputs, including the rudder angle,
propeller thruster, and a lateral bow thruster, to counteract
environmental forces. Tannuri and Donha (2000) developed a
controller design methodology for a DP system for floating
production storage and offloading vessels in deep water. Perez
and Donaire (2009) proposed a design that combined position
and velocity loops in a multivariable anti-windup imple-
mentation. Sørensen (2011) showed that using PID controllersSociety of Naval Architects of Korea. This is an open access article under the
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control could improve the performance and operability of on-
board DP systems, rendering the ship suitable for a variety of
missions and environments.
The aforementioned references focused on two types of
ships: (1) professional vessels equipped with DP systems at
the initial design stage and (2) ships without DP devices, that
use the rudder to control the thrust vector. The objective of the
present study was to use automatic controllers as a portable
DP system for controlling the outboard thrusters in vessels
without a DP system, e.g., barges.
The proposed DP system that consists of portable thruster is
similar to the DP system developed by Thrustmaster of Texas
Inc. in 1988 (Maritime Reporter, 2002). However, costly azi-
muth thrusters are used in the product of Thrustmaster of
Texas Inc., whereas general propeller thrusters, which are
more economical, were adopted in the present study.
Furthermore, because the DP control algorithm of Thrust-
master of Texas Inc. has not been released to the public, the
present study attempted to develop a DP system with optimal
control based on a neuro-fuzzy algorithm.
For a controller to show high performance, its system pa-
rameters should be adjusted in a timely manner. However,
parameter optimization would require considerable time and
present difficulties if a trial-and-error method were to be used.
To achieve high efficiency, the related control parameters are
automatically adjusted using adaptive control.
A fuzzy control model with the structure of adaptive net-
works is called adaptive-network-based fuzzy inference sys-
tem (ANFIS) (Jang and Sun, 1995), and it is simply called
neuro-fuzzy algorithm in this paper. It has the merits of self-
tuning by using a neural network algorithm, and intuitional
system adjustment through fuzzy control. Furthermore, both
fuzzy control and neural network algorithms do not require a
mathematical model for deriving the controller, which saves
the time that would otherwise be required for constructing the
model. ANFIS involves a neural network algorithm based on
fuzzy control. The fuzzy rule base and membership functions
can be adjusted during the learning process of the adaptive
network (Cheng, 2000).
A fuzzy inference system can not only accept linguistic
information (fuzzy rules) from human experts or knowledge,
but also adjust the system parameters by using the training
data to achieve better control performance. This capability
leads to fuzzy inference systems having an advantage over
individual neural network algorithms, which cannot preselect
the control rule directly.
The equations used for simulating the time-domain motion
responses of a ship on waves consist of a combination of a
nonlinear equation for six degrees of motion (Hamamoto
et al., 1994) and the derivatives of maneuver and thruster
forces. To simulate a real sea environment, short-crested
waves, ocean currents, wind, and second-order drifting
forces are also considered in the simulations. The nonlinear
mathematical model of Fang and Luo (2005), which considers
seakeeping and maneuvering characteristics, consists of a set
of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). These equations arerequired to determine the six-degree-of-freedom (six-DOF)
motions of a barge in random waves. The fourth-order Run-
geeKutta method was applied to solve the ODEs for time-
domain motion simulations. The proposed portable DP sys-
tem consisting of thrusters, whose rotation speed is controlled
by using a neuro-fuzzy algorithm, generates forces to coun-
teract environmental forces.
Because an appropriate and professional ship equipped
with a DP system is rare and costly, identifying alternatives to
a sophisticated DP system is necessary. Moreover, many ships
may not have originally been equipped with a DP system, and
therefore, the use of portable outboard thrusters as a DP sys-
tem, as suggested by the present study, could be an effective
alternative.
2. Mathematical models
The mathematical model can be described in three coor-
dinate systems, as illustrated in Fig. 1: the earth-fixed coor-
dinate system OX0Y0Z0, ship body coordinate system Gxyz,
and horizontal body coordinate system Gx0y0z0. The co-
ordinates of the center of gravity of the ship in the OX0Y0Z0
coordinate system are represented by XG, YG, and ZG, and
Euler's angles are denoted by f, q, and j.
In this study, nonlinear equations based on the mathemat-
ical model of Fang and Luo (2005) were used to describe
dynamic ship motion responses to external forces in the ocean.
The nonlinear equations describing six-DOF ship motions
under DP control are as follows:
m

_u v _j¼ my Xv _jv _jmx _umxzG€qmzw _qþXFK
þXWF RþXD þFcx þFTx
Fcable ðsurge motionÞ
ð1Þ
m

_vþ u _j¼mxu _jmy _vþmyzG€f Yvv Y€j€jþ Y _j _j
þ Yvjvjvjvj þ Yvj _jjv
 _jþ Y _jj _jj _j _jþ YFK þ YDF
þ YWF þ YD þFcy þFTy ðsway motionÞ
ð2Þ
m _w¼mz _w Zww Z€q€q Z _q _q Zqqþ ZFK þ ZDF
þmg ðheave motionÞ ð3Þ
Ixx€f Ixx _q _j¼ Jxx _q _j Jxx€fK _f _fþmyzG _vþ

Yvv Y _j _j

zG
þKFK þKDF þKWF þNTx ðroll motionÞ
ð4Þ
Iyy€qþ Ixx _j _f¼Jxx _f _j Jyy€qM _q _qMqqM _w _wMww
mxzG _uþMFK þMDF þNTy ðpitch motionÞ
ð5Þ
Fig. 1. Coordinate systems.
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 _j
þNvv _jv2 _jþNv _j _jv _j
2þNffþNvjfjvjfj
þN _jjfj _jjfj þ

 Yvvþ Y _j _jþ Yvjvjvjvj
þ Yvj _jjv
 _jþ Y _jj _jj _j _j

xH þNFK þNDF
þNWF þND þNC þNTz ðyawmotionÞ
ð6Þ
where m is the ship mass; mx, my, and mz are the ship added
masses in the directions of the x-, y- and z-axis; Ixx, Iyy, and Izzare the mass moments of inertia about the three rotation axes;
Jxx, Jyy, and Jzz are the ship added mass moments of inertia
about the three rotation axes; u, v, and w are the surge, sway,
and heave velocities of the ship in coordinate system Gx'y'z',
respectively; f, q, and j are the roll, pitch, and yaw dis-
placements, respectively; and g is the acceleration of gravity.
In Eqs. (3) and (5), the seakeeping coefficients of the heave
and pitch motion can be obtained through the Frank close-fit
method (Fang et al., 1993; Luo, 2001); xH and zH are the
points of application of hydrodynamic force in the sway
mode, and they correspond to the longitudinal and vertical
coordinates of the ship's center of gravity. In Eqs. (1)e(6), X,
Y, and Z represent external forces in the surge, sway, and
heave directions, respectively, and K, M, and N are the
external moments in the roll, pitch, and yaw directions,
respectively. The subscripts FK and DF represent the Frou-
deeKrylov force and diffraction force, which are exerted by
waves; the subscript WF represents the wind force; R is the
resistance of the ship; XD, YD, and ND are the longitudinal
drifting force, lateral drifting force, and drifting moment in
short-crested waves, respectively; Fcx and Fcy are the current
forces; Nc is the current moment; FTx and FTy are the thruster
forces produced by the DP system for the surge and sway,
respectively; NTx, NTy, and NTz are the thruster moments
produced by the DP system for the roll, pitch, and yaw,
respectively; and Fcable is the cable force in pipe-laying
simulations. Details of the methods used and calculations
performed for determining the aforementioned external
forces and moments are provided in the subsequent sections.
For the definitions and derivations of the rest of the variables
in Eqs. (1)e(6), the reader is referred to the paper of Luo
(2006).
3. Short-crested waves
The wave energy spectral analysis theory can be used to
model a realistic irregular wave field as a function of the sea
state. In this study, to realistically simulate ship motions, the
wave forces were calculated for short-crested waves, which
are obtained by superimposing many regular waves with
different directions of motion.
The wave spectrum and corresponding spreading function
based on International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC)-1978
(Michel, 1999; ITTC, 2005) are as follows:
SaaðuiÞ ¼
172:75H21=3
T
4
u5i
exp
 
691
T
4
u4i
!
ð7Þ
Saa

ui;mj
¼ SaaðuiÞ  2
p
cos2mj ð8Þ
where H1/3 is the significant wave height. The characteristic
wave period T is typically considered as the zero-crossing
period TZ (Phelps, 1995). Furthermore, ui is the frequency
of the ith regular wave, and mj is the angle between the jth
wave direction and the dominant wave direction. The angle
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
 p2 <mj < p2

. To approach the real
wave pattern and avoid the repeated wave pattern, the
simulation of irregular waves and superimposing it with
appropriate numbers of regular wave components is neces-
sary. However, if too many wave components are selected for
every direction, the computation time required would in-
crease considerably. Therefore, every two-dimensional
irregular wave is constructed from 20 regular wave compo-
nents with the same direction, and the short-crested waves
consist of two-dimensional irregular waves from 13 wave
directions.
The resultant diffraction force acting on the ship body can
be obtained. For short-crested waves built from regular waves,
the corresponding encounter frequency should be determined
for calculating the added mass and damping coefficients. In
practice, the damping coefficients for the case of the ship
sailing in irregular waves can be obtained from the average
frequency u of the spectrum (Crossland and Johnson, 1998):
u¼ 0:5
 
2p
1:296T
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pg
1:25L
r !
ð9Þ
where T is the characteristic wave period and L is the ship
length.
4. Mean drifting force
While the ship is moving on waves, additional nonlinear
hydrodynamic forces, the additional resistance, and lateral
drifting forces act on the ship hull. The added resistance is the
longitudinal component of the resistance and directly con-
tributes to the ship's deceleration. The lateral drifting forces
act in the transverse direction and cause the ship to deviate
from its path. Under the weak scatterer assumption, the
nonlinear hydrodynamic forces can be obtained by using the
technique employed by Salvesen (1974):
FðueÞ ¼ Re

 1
2
r∬
SB
	
fB
v
vn
 vfB
vn


Vf*I ds

ð10Þ
This equation considers only the horizontal component, f*I is
the complex conjugate of the incident wave potential fI, and fB
is the ship body disturbance potential obtained from strip the-
ory. The integral is around the ship body surface SB. Generally,
the nonlinear hydrodynamic force, which is calculated in the
frequency domain, is represented as a mean value (i.e., mean
nonlinear hydrodynamic force) in the following equation (Fang,
1991), which is a modified form of Eq. (10):
FðueÞ¼Re
(
i
2
rK0
"
∬
SB
 X6
m¼2
SmfmR þfDÞ
v
vn
f*I ds∬ SB 
v
vn
ð
X6
m¼2
SmfmR þfDÞÞf*I ds
#)
ðcosj i!þ sinj j!
!
ð11Þwhere Sm is the jth motion mode; the values 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of
the subscript j represent the sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw,
respectively; and fmR and fD are the radiation wave potential
and the diffraction wave potential, respectively. In Eq. (11),
the surge motion is assumed to be small and is therefore
neglected.
In the present study, for short-crested waves, the mean
longitudinal and lateral drifting forces acting on the ship with
respect to the wave heading j can be written as
FD ¼ 2
Zp2
p2
Z∞
0
FðuÞ
a2
Saaðu;mÞ$dudm ð12Þ
XD ¼
FDcos j ð13Þ
YD ¼
FDsin j ð14Þ
where FD is the mean nonlinear hydrodynamic force acting on
the ship when the ship is on random waves, Saa(u,m) is the
ITTC-1978 wave spectrum, and a is the wave amplitude. The
parameter ND can be integrated from the sectional YD with
respect to the longitudinal center of gravity (LCG) along the
entire ship length. Related introduction can be obtained from
the paper of Fang et al. (2013).5. Wind forces
Estimates of the wind forces and moments on the ship are
based on the formulas developed by Isherwood (1973):
XWF ¼ XWðgRÞ
1
2
raAf V
2
R ð15Þ
YWF ¼ YWðgRÞ
1
2
raASV
2
R ð16Þ
KWF ¼ KWðgRÞ
1
2
ra

A2S
L

V2R ð17Þ
NWF ¼ NWðgRÞ
1
2
raASLV
2
R ð18Þ
where XWF, YWF, KWF, and NWF are the wind forces and
moments in the surge, sway, roll, and yaw directions,
respectively; XW, YW, KW, and NW are nondimensional co-
efficients of the wind forces and moments with respect to the
relative wind angle gR; and ra is the air density. The pa-
rameters Af and AS are the longitudinal and sideward pro-
jected areas of the ship hull above the water surface,
respectively, and VR is the relative speed between the ship
and the wind. Furthermore, KW is generally small and can be
neglected (Isherwood, 1973).
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The current forces and moment on the ship are related to
the relative speed and direction between the ship and the
current, and they can be expressed as
Fcx ¼ 1
2
r
ðVc cos a _xGÞ2þ ðVc sin a _yGÞ2BdCcx ð19Þ
Fcy ¼ 1
2
r
ðVc cos a _xGÞ2þ ðVc sin a _yGÞ2LppdCcy ð20Þ
Nc ¼ 1
2
r
ðVc cos a _xGÞ2þ ðVc sin a _yGÞ2L2ppdCcn ð21Þ
where Vc is the current speed, a is the angle between the
current and the ship heading, _xG and _yG are the horizontal
components of the ship speed with respect to the center of
gravity, and Lpp is the ship length between the perpendicu-
lars. The corresponding coefficients Ccx, Ccy, and Ccn are
nondimensional coefficients of the forces and moment with
respect to a and obtained from empirical formulas (Nienhuis,
1986).
7. Thruster forces and moments
The arrangement of the thrusters in the DP system is shown
in Fig. 2. Two stern thrusters and two bow thrusters are
positioned on the barge, to generate forces to counteract
environmental forces. Because the thrusters are installed under
the bottom corner of the hull, they can be considered to be in
straight running condition. The resultant thrust-induced forcesFig. 2. Arrangement of the four portable thrusters, wand moments that act on the ship would induce six-DOF
motions, and they can be obtained as
FTx¼½T1 cosðq1ÞþT2 cosðq2ÞþT3 cosðq3ÞþT4 cosðq4Þ

1 tp

ð22Þ
FTy ¼ ½T1 sinðq1ÞþT2 sinðq2ÞþT3 sinðq3ÞþT4 sinðq4Þ

1 tp

ð23Þ
NTx ¼
 T1 sinðq1Þ  T2 sinðq2Þ  T3 sinðq3Þ
 T4 sinðq4Þ

1 tp
Rd ð24Þ
NTy ¼ ½T1 cosðq1Þ þ T2 cosðq2Þ þ T4 cosðq4Þ

1 tp
Rd
ð25Þ
NTz ¼ ½T1 cosðq1Þ  T2 cosðq2Þ þ T3 cosðq3Þ
 T4 cosðq4Þ

1 tp
RB
2
þ ½T1 sinðq1Þ þ T2 sinðq2Þ
 T3 sinðq3Þ  T4 sinðq4Þ

1 tp
RL
2
ð26Þ
where T1, T2, T3, and T4 are the thrust forces of thrusters 1e4
and q1, q2, q3, and q4 are the thrust angles of the thrusters.
Because of the simple and low cost requirements of the
portable DP system, the control outputs were only the rotation
speeds of the thrusters (i.e., ni in the present simulations) and
the thruster angle qi was fixed. The parameter tp is the thrust
deduction coefficient, and it was set to 0.06. No cavitation orhich were used as the DP system, on the barge.
Fig. 3. Modified LOS guidance and a way-point.
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the vertical distance between the center of gravity and the
point of thrust, RB is the distance between the two stern
thrusters, and RL is the distance between the two port or
starboard thrusters.
To simplify the calculations, the curves KT (thrust coeffi-
cient) and KQ (torque coefficient) were employed in the first
and third quadrants of the plane containing VA and ni.
The thrust Ti and propeller torque QP,i, which depend on the
effective axial inflow velocity VA and the propeller rotation
speed can be expressed as
Ti ¼ rnijnijD4PKT ð27Þ
QP;i ¼ rnijnijD5PKQ ð28Þ
_ni ¼ QE  jQPj
2p

Ipp þ Jpp
 ð29Þ
J ¼ VA
niDp
¼ uð1wPÞ
niDp
ð30Þ
Ipp þ Jpp ¼ 0:424rD5pð2:3ÞAE
p
4
D2p

ð31Þ
where r, DP, and J are the water density, propeller diameter,
and the advance ratio, respectively, _ni is the rate of change of
the thruster rotation speed. When the required propeller torque
QP is larger than the engine torque QE, Eq. (29) can be used to
adjust the thruster rotation speed. The parameter wp is the
effective propeller wake fraction, and it was set to be 0.1.
Furthermore, Ipp and Jpp are the moment of inertia of the
propeller shaft and added moment of inertia of the propeller,
respectively, and AE is the propeller expanded area. Both the
blade area ratio Ae/Ao and pitch diameter ratio P/D of the
propeller were set to 0.7.
8. Control methods for DP system
In the proposed DP system, ship control can be achieved
by setting the desired way-points. The desired heading angle
that is used to determine the ship heading is obtained using
the line-of-sight (LOS) concept and the way-points. The LOS
position can be calculated using LOS guidance (Fossen,
2002; Healey and Lienard, 1993). In Fig. 3, the modified
LOS position (Xlos(t),Ylos(t)) and desired heading angle jd(t)
required for heading control are obtained using the following
equations:
ðYlosðtÞ  YGðtÞÞ2þ ðXlosðtÞ XGðtÞÞ2 ¼

nLpp
2 ð32Þ
YlosðtÞ  Yk1ðtÞ
XlosðtÞ Xk1ðtÞ ¼
YkðtÞ  Yk1ðtÞ
XkðtÞ Xk1ðtÞ ¼ constant: ð33ÞjdðtÞ ¼ tan1½ðYlosðtÞ  YGðtÞÞ; ðXlosðtÞ XGðtÞÞ ð34Þ
p tan1½ðYlosðtÞ  YGðtÞÞ; ðXlosðtÞ XGðtÞÞ  p ð35Þ
½Yk  YGðtÞ2þ ½Xk XGðtÞ2 

nLpp
2 ð36Þ
where nLpp is the permitted radius (i.e., n times the ship
length), (Xk,Yk) is the present way-point, and (XG(t),YG(t)) is
the ship position. The point (Xlos,Ylos) can be obtained by
solving Eqs. (32) and (33). The four-quadrant inverse
tangent function is used in Eqs. (34) and (35). However, the
desired heading angle varies with time according to the
above coordinates. It is not easy to control the ship so
accurately that it passes the way-point precisely under
environmental forces. Therefore, in Eq. (36), allowance is
made for the way-point to be within a range. When the ship
position (XG(t),YG(t)) satisfies Eq. (36), (Xkþ1,Ykþ1) can be
automatically selected as the next way-point. In other words,
when the distance between the ship and the way-point is less
than a preset permitted radius (n ¼ 0.5 in the present study;
in general, n ¼ 2 (Fossen, 2002)), the next way-point is
selected and the dynamic position system can guide the ship
to it. However, if n is set to be too small, it may be difficult
for (Xlos,Ylos) to satisfy Eq. (36) in the present DP system. To
smooth heading control, the desired heading angle is
mapped from〈p;p〉 to 〈∞;∞〉 to 〈0; 2p〉. Details of the
mapping procedures can be found in the paper of Breivik
(2003).
DP systems based on control theory (i.e., Fig. 4) have been
used to control thrusters against environmental forces, for
maintaining the ship position and heading.
9. Neuro-fuzzy control algorithm for the DP system
Before describing the architecture of the neuro-fuzzy con-
trol algorithm, we provide a brief introduction to a neural
network proportionalederivative (PD) controller. Subse-
quently, the results obtained for the neural network PD
controller in the following numerical simulations are
compared.
Fig. 4. Control loops of the DP system in the barge.
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(Fang and Lee, 2013), and it consists of two neural network
structures:
(i) System identification neural network (NN1): The pur-
pose of neural network NN1 is to find the sensitivity
information
vnodeOutput;NN1
vni
, which is the relationship be-
tween the ship motion behavior and thruster rotation
speed.
The serieseparallel model with one hidden layer was
adopted in neural network NN1, which was applied to identify
and predict the nonlinear dynamic relationship between the
input and the output. For each ship's x-coordinate (XG), y-co-
ordinate (YG), surge speed (u), sway speed (v), heading devi-
ation (jjd), and rotation speeds (n2, n3, n4) of the thrusters
(i.e., XG(t1), XG(t2), XG(t3), YG(t1), …, n4(t3)), 24
nodes were selected as the input nodes of the input layer, and
all the input nodes were normalized between 1 and þ 1.
Fifteen nodes were set in the hidden layer. For the ship's x-
coordinate, y-coordinate, surge speed, sway speed, and head-
ing deviation (jjd) (i.e., X0GðtÞ, X0Gðt  1Þ, X0Gðt  2Þ, Y 0GðtÞ,
…, (jjd)0(t2)), 15 nodes were set to be the output nodes of
the output layer. The error function for NN1 is defined asFig. 5. Control system scheme for the self-tuning neuENN1 ¼ 1
2

nodeInput;NN1ðtÞ  nodeOutput;NN1ðtÞ
2 ð37Þ
Because the rotation speeds of the thrusters can be positive
or negative (reversion), the hyperbolic tangent function was
selected as an adequate activation function:
f ðxÞ ¼ tanhð0:5xÞ ¼ 2$

1
1þ ex

 1 ð38Þ
(ii) Parameter self-tuning neural network (NN2): The pur-
pose of neural network NN2 was to obtain the optimal
PD control gains for the DP system.
The neural networkNN2 used for tuning the PD control gains
was similar to NN1; only one hidden layer with fifteen nodes
was adopted here. The error function for NN2 was defined as
ENN2 ¼ 1
2

nodeInput;NN2ðt 1Þ  nodeInput;NN1ðtÞ
2
¼ 1
2

DnodeInput;NN2ðt 1Þ
2 ð39Þ
Because the control gains KP and KD for dynamic position
control are all positive, the sigmoid function with a domain be-
tween 0 and 1 was selected as an adequate activation function:ral network PD controller (Fang and Lee, 2013).
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1þ ex ð40Þ
In the neural network DP control system, only two control
gains (i.e., proportion (KP) and derivation (KD)) were
considered in the PD controller, and the control gain of the
integral (KI) was not considered because the desired goals
were fixed and independent of time (i.e., no steady-state error
existed in the control system). The use of a back-propagation
learning rule for a neural network is actually a general learning
example for any smooth parameterized model, including a
fuzzy model.9.2. Neuro-fuzzy control algorithmA fuzzy DP control system typically has some parameters,
such as the rule database and membership function, that are
required for the effective operation of the controller. The
fuzzy DP control performance is actually affected by “good”
or “bad” parameters. For DP control of a sailing ship,
appropriate values of the system parameters must be deter-
mined. Here, the two parameters in the membership function
in Eq. (43) (i.e., si,j and xbi,j) were used to fuzzify the input
data, and the (3  j ) parameters in the rule base
( yj ¼ pjXjþqjXjþrjXj) were used for adjusting the fuzzy
output. The process used for determining the parameters of
the controller was complex and time-consuming. It is not easy
to simultaneously adjust most parameters manually. There-
fore, this section introduces the neuro-fuzzy control algorithm
for the DP system for determining the optimal parameters for
different sea states.
The neuro-fuzzy approach provides a method to learn fuzzy
modeling from preselected data for fuzzy control. The opti-
mization and adaptation of system parameters into fuzzy rulesFig. 6. Five-layer structure of tcan be achieved through the learning process of an artificial
neural network (ANN).
The fuzzy rules in the “If-then” form and the PD controller
for the thruster rotation speed were expressed as
If X1 is a1; X2 is b1; and X3 is c1; then y1 ¼ p1X1þ q1X2þ r1X3
ð41Þ
nj ¼ ðKP;1X1 þKDX2þKP;2X3Þj ð42Þ
where X1, X2, and X3 are the input vectors, (a1, b1, c1) are
linguistic values of the fuzzy set, y1 is the output vector, and
( p1, q1, r1) are the consequent parameters of the rule. In Eq.
(41), X1, X2, and X3 are the ship position, velocity, and heading
deviations, respectively; KP,1, KD, and KP,2 are the jth corre-
sponding control gains of the thruster rotation speed (nj).
Because the output forms in Eqs. (41) and (42) are similar, we
can assume that thruster commands with self-tuning control
gains are the fuzzy outputs in the neuro-fuzzy DP system. This
is a key step in the neuro-fuzzy DP system in the present study.
Fig. 6 illustrates the fuzzy model used in the present study,
along with the corresponding neuro-fuzzy layer design. The
following five-layer structures were adopted in the neuro-
fuzzy algorithm (O1,ij denotes the output of the ith node
with the jth member set in layer 1, and O3,k denotes the output
of the kth node of layer 3):
(1) Layer 1 of neuro-fuzzy control for the DP system
(fuzzifier)
Each node of layer 1 generates a membership function for
fuzzifying the input data. For example, the ith node may be a
generalized bell-shaped function as follows:he neuro-fuzzy algorithm.
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"


Xi  xbi;j
sij
2#
i¼ 1 10; j¼ 1 25
ð43Þ
where Xi is the scaled input of node i; fij(Xi) (i.e., the mem-
bership function) is the linguistic label (such as small, middle,
and large) associated with this node, and xbi,j and sij (i.e., the
location of maximum function value, and bandwidth) in this
layer are referred to as premise parameters.
(2) Layer 2 of neuro-fuzzy control for the DP System (fuzzy
inference system)
Each node of layer 2 is the product T-norm operator that
multiplies the membership function and sends the product out.
For example,
O2;j¼wðjÞ¼ f ðkÞROðjÞ ¼ f2i1;jðX2i1Þ$f2i;jðX2iÞ; i¼15; j¼125
ð44Þ
where w( j ) represents the firing strength. The layer can be
realized from the corresponding output function based on the
jth rule, as part of the operational procedure of fuzzy infer-
ence. The application of a back-propagation learning rule to an
ANN is actually a general learning example for any smooth
parameterized model, including fuzzy inference systems.
(3) Layer 3 of neuro-fuzzy control for the DP system
(defuzzifier)
Each node of layer 3 normalizes the rule's firing strength
between [0e1].
O3;k ¼ wðkÞ ¼
f
ðkÞ
ROðjÞP25
j¼1 f
ðkÞ
ROðjÞ
¼
Y2k
i¼2k1
fijðXiÞ
P25
j¼1
Y2k
i¼2k1
fijðXiÞ
;
i¼ 1 5
j¼ 1 25
k ¼ 1 5
ð45Þ
The layer can be realized as part of the defuzzifier by using
the height defuzzification method.
(4) Layer 4 of neuro-fuzzy control for the DP system (single
node output)
The following equation corresponds to each node of layer 4.
O4;k ¼wðkÞ$nj¼
f
ðkÞ
ROðjÞP25
j¼1 f
ðkÞ
ROðjÞ
$nj
¼
Y2k
i¼2k1
fijðXiÞ
P25
j¼1
Y2k
i¼2k1
fijðXiÞ
$ðKP;1X1þKDX2þKP;2X3Þj;
i¼ 1 5
j¼ 1 25
k¼ 1 5
ð46Þwhere wðjÞ is the output of layer 3, and (KP,1, KD, KP,2)j are
referred to as the consequent parameters in the layer.
(5) Layer 5 of neuro-fuzzy control for the DP system (overall
outputs)
The single node outputs in this layer are summarized as the
overall outputs:
O5;k ¼
X25
j¼1
wðkÞnj¼
P25
j¼1 f
ðkÞ
ROðjÞnjP25
j¼1 f
ðkÞ
ROðjÞ
¼
P25
j¼1
Y2k
i¼2k1
fijðXiÞ$ðKP;1X1þKDX2þKP;2X3Þj
P25
j¼1
Y2k
i¼2k1
fijðXiÞ
;
i¼ 1 5
j¼ 1 25
k¼ 1 5
ð47Þ
Thus, the structures of the five layers of the neuro-fuzzy
algorithm are similar to those of a neural network: the first
layer is the input layer; the fifth layer is the output layer; and
the other layers are regarded as hidden layers in the neural
network.
The total number of steps in the five layers of the neuro-
fuzzy algorithm is functionally equivalent to a fuzzy infer-
ence system. The output O5,k is obtained by using the height-
defuzzification method. To determine the practical control
requirement, the output values O5,k are scaled into the practical
domain (thruster rotation speed).
In the station-keeping mode, only three thrusters are
applied: thrusters 2, 3, and 4. The rotations speeds of the
thrusters are expressed by the following equations.
n2 ¼ GO;3$O5;3 ð48Þ
n3 ¼ GO;2$O5;2þGO;1$O5;1 ð49Þ
n4 ¼ GO;2$O5;2GO;1$O5;1 ð50Þ
q2 ¼ 90 ; q3 ¼ q4 ¼ 0 ð51Þ
Here, GO,i(i ¼ 1, 2, 3) are the output scaling factors
determined by the practical thruster capacities in fuzzy
control, n2 is calculated from O5,3 to correct the ship posi-
tion and velocity deviations in the sway mode, and n3 and n4
are calculated from O5,1 and O5,2 to correct the ship position
and velocity deviations in the surge mode and the heading
deviation. According to a previous study, controlling the
heading by using the sideward thruster (n2) would increase
the sway position deviation because of the large sideward
force. However, the two forward thrusters could not produce
the required anti-sideward force to correct the sway position
deviation. Therefore, control of n3 and n4 depends on the
surge position and heading deviations, whereas control of n2
depends only on the sway position deviation.
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rotation speeds of the thrusters are expressed by the following
equations:
n1 ¼ n2 ¼ GO;4$O5;4 ð52Þ
n3 ¼ n4 ¼ GO;5$O5;5 ð53Þ
q1 ¼ q2 ¼ 90 ; q3 ¼ q4 ¼ 0 ð54Þ
where n1 and n2 are calculated from O5,4 to correct the
heading and yaw velocity deviations and n3 and n4 are
calculated from O5,5 to correct the ship position and surge
velocity deviations.9.3. Training process of neuro-fuzzy control algorithmIn this study, in neuro-fuzzy control, a back-propagation
learning algorithm was used to adjust the system parameters.
The neuro-fuzzy algorithm employs gradient descent to update
the premise parameters (i.e., Eqs. (55) and (56)) that define
membership functions. The consequent parameters in Eq. (57)
provide the coefficients of the output equation. These co-
efficients can also be obtained by using a neuro-fuzzy algo-
rithm employing the least-squares estimation method. The
method is therefore called hybrid learning method (Jang and
Sun, 1995) because it combines gradient descent and the
least-squares estimation method to adjust the system param-
eters. When the premise parameters are updated, the conse-
quent parameters are set to be fixed, and vice versa. The
learning algorithm constructs a network with the training data,
which include the input data (ship position, velocity, and
heading deviations) together with the desired thruster rotation
speed, and determines how closely the actual network output
(thruster rotation speed) matches the desired one. The error
function for neuro-fuzzy control (i.e., Eq. (58)) then changes
the weight of each connection so that the network produces a
better approximation to the desired output. The aforemen-
tioned training data are obtained and collected from DP con-
trol simulations for different sea states.
Dxbi;j ¼ hx
vENF
vxbi;j
¼ 2hxðnk  nd;kÞwðkÞ

nj  nk
 Xi  xbi;j
s2ij
!
;
i¼ 1 10;
j¼ 1 25;
k ¼ 1 5
ð55Þ
Dsij ¼ hs
vENF
vsij
¼ 2hsðnk  nd;kÞwðkÞ

nj  nk
Xi  xbi;j2
s3ij
;
i¼ 1 10;
j¼ 1 25;
k ¼ 1 5
ð56ÞDðKP; KDÞ ¼ hK
vE
vðKP; KDÞ ¼ hKðnk  nd;kÞwðkÞ; k ¼ 1 5
ð57Þ
ENFðkÞ ¼ 1
2
ðnk  nd;kÞ2; k ¼ 1 5 ð58Þ
where nk is the thruster rotation speed provided by the neuro-
fuzzy network output, nd,k is the desired thruster rotation
speed, and hx, hs, and hK are the learning rates for each
parameter correction.9.4. New control strategy for pipe laying missionTo have highly accurate control at the turning point of a
pipe laying route, the DP system should also capture the
position and heading. When the ship (XG, YG) is very close to
the way-point (position deviation is less than 5 m), the DP
system changes from the path-tracking mode to the station-
keeping mode, and the barge then starts changing the head-
ing to the k þ 1 way-point. When the heading deviation of the
k þ 1 way-point is convergent, the barge operates in the path-
tracking mode again. The aforementioned techniques are
proposed for the DP system based on a neuro-fuzzy
algorithm.
10. Results and discussion
A barge model with a portable DP system was selected and
its motion behavior on waves was calculated. The neuro-fuzzy
control for a DP system described in the previous section was
applied in this study. Furthermore, a DP system based on a
neural network PD controller was also simulated for
comparison.
To meet the DP requirements of a barge, four portable
thrusters were used on board, as shown in Fig. 2; the
principal dimensions of the barge are presented in Table 1.
For simplicity and minimizing portable thrusters, the
thruster angle qi was set to be fixed. The fourth-order
RungeeKutta method was adopted to solve the six-DOF
time-domain simulations of ship motions. The time inter-
val was set to 0.1 s. Before the DP simulation, the pa-
rameters (si,j, xbi,j, KP,1, KD, and KP,2) related to neuro-
fuzzy control were stable because the weighting values
were trained offline at least 10,000 times (or until the error
decreased to 0.001). After the training, the neuro-fuzzy
controller could obtain appropriate dynamic parameters
for most sea states, which could improve the disadvantage
of the trial-and-error method. The system parameters were
also adjusted through real-time training in the DP simula-
tions. Four different wave headings, j ¼ 0, 180, 45, and
90, were considered. On the basis of regulations laid down
by the International Marine Contractors Association, from
2000, the DP system is often set against a scale of a
wind force associated with the wind speed, a fixed
Table 1
Principal dimensions of the barge in the DP simulation.
Displacement (tonne) 630.018
Length (m) 30.48
Breadth (m) 9.0
Draft (m) 2.45
Center of gravity above baseline (KG) (m) 4.0
LCG (m) 0
Longitudinal GM (m) 31.85
Transverse GM (m) 0.31
Radius of gyration for pitch (m) 7.62
Radius of gyration for roll (m) 3.15
Water plane area (m2) 274.32
Distance between stern forward thrusters (m) 5
Wetted surface (m2) 370.392
Trim (m) 0
Cb 0.9145
Propeller diameter (m) 1.7
Pitch ratio 0.7
Each thruster capacity (kW) (Beaufort scale number ¼ 3) 450
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sponding wave height. All three environmental forces act in
the same direction, and the relationship between the
wind speed and the wave height depends on the sea area.
The ITTC-1978 wave spectrum with H1/3 ¼ 0.3 m and
T ¼ 2.4 s (Beaufort scale number 3) was adopted for the
simulation conditions. The wind speed and current speed
were set to 4.37 m/s and 0.3 m/s, respectively. The originalFig. 7. DP simulation with respect to j ¼ 45 using (a) neural network PD control a
scale number ¼ 3; 500 s).position of the center of gravity was set to be at the origin
(0, 0).
The DP trajectories of the barge at j ¼ 45 calculated
using neural network PD control and neuro-fuzzy control
are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively. Clearly, both
techniques can facilitate DP in an acceptable range, and
neuro-fuzzy control appears to be superior. Fig. 8 shows the
time histories of the position deviations and the heading
deviations. The time histories clearly indicate that neuro-
fuzzy control is superior to neural network PD control for
position deviations in the X0 and Y0 directions and for the
maximum heading deviation. Moreover, neuro-fuzzy con-
trol stabilizes the heading deviation. The power consump-
tion for neuro-fuzzy control is also less than that for neural
network PD control. The maximum forward thrust forces
(T3 & T4) for neuro-fuzzy control required a compensating
thrust force of only 2100 kgf, and the sideward thrust force
T2 required a small compensating thrust force of only 250
kgf, which demonstrate the effectiveness of the outboard
thrusters as a portable DP system. The comparison results
are summarized in Table 2, and they clearly indicate that
the neuro-fuzzy DP system can constrain the barge to move
in a limited acceptable area and is more economical in
terms of fuel consumption.
Because neuro-fuzzy (ANFIS) control was found to
be superior for DP, it was used to perform pipe-laying
work. The trajectory of the barge for neuro-fuzzy
control is shown in Fig. 9. Clearly, the barge passed thend (b) neuro-fuzzy control for the DP system on short-crested waves (Beaufort
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The detailed time history of the six-DOF motion
response of the ship is shown in Fig. 10. The barge initially
sailed smoothly in following sea, which helped maintain
the pipe-laying speed at approximately 0.2 m/s. However,
the speed increased slightly after passing the way-points.
The roll motion appears to vary considerably when the
barge sails on oblique waves (i.e., around 500e1000 s and0 50 100 150 200 25
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Fig. 8. Time histories of the ship position deviation, heading deviation, and thrust fo
j ¼ 45 (Beaufort scale number ¼ 3; 500 s).2000e2500 s), yet the motions are not large. The sway and
heave motions appear to show very small fluctuations.
Appreciable variations in the yaw motions occur when the
barge is approaching and leaving the way-points, and the
main reason for this might be the irregular wave effect that
caused a large sideward drift. In general, neuro-fuzzy
control is found to be suitable for pipe laying on the
basis of the simulation.0 300 350 400 450 500 550
(sec.)
0 300 350 400 450 500 550
(sec.)
300 350 400 450 500 550
(sec.)
0 300 350 400 450 500 550
(sec.)
0 300 350 400 450 500 550
(sec.)
0 300 350 400 450 500 550
(sec.)
rces for neural network DP control and neuro-fuzzy DP control with respect to
Table 2
Simulation results for the use of neural network PD control and neuro-fuzzy
control in the DP system (Beaufort scale number 3).
Ship heading j ¼ 180 j ¼ 0 j ¼ 90 j ¼ 45
Neural network PD control
X0-Position deviation
(% of ship length)
6.6% 3.3% 8.2% 9.8%
Y0-Position deviation
(% of ship length)
6.6% 1.6% 12.5% 11.5%
Heading deviation 22 10 68 360
Max. Thrust T2 60 kgf 10 kgf 12.5 kgf 35 kgf
Max. Thrust T3 & T4 2500 kgf 900 kgf 3000 kgf 4000 kgf
Neuro-fuzzy control
X0-Position deviation
(% of ship length)
0.6% 0.7% 1.8% 0.8%
Y0-Position deviation
(% of ship length)
0.6% 0.7% 1.9% 1.6%
Heading deviation 13 15 50 30
Max. Thrust T2 50 kgf 70 kgf 500 kgf 250 kgf
Max. Thrust T3 & T4 600 kgf 550 kgf 5000 kgf 2100 kgf
50 M.-C. Fang, Z.-Y. Lee / International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering 8 (2016) 38e52Consequently, we can conclude that the fuzzy logic algo-
rithm performed very well in the pipe-laying mission
involving the neuro-fuzzy control system.
11. Conclusion
Simulations of DP of a ship in random waves were per-
formed by using neuro-fuzzy control algorithms andFig. 9. Ship trajectory for 2900 s; path-tracking simulation involving (a) neural net
number ¼ 3).nonlinear motion equations. The results showed that
portable outboard thrusters and an appropriate control
method can serve as an alternative DP system for controlling
vessels without a DP system. The merits of neural networks
and fuzzy logic algorithms were combined in the so-called
neuro-fuzzy DP system proposed in this study. In a DP
system based on the neuro-fuzzy logic algorithm (i.e.,
ANFIS control), most system parameters can be obtained
flexibly through expert knowledge and the parameter self-
tuning function. The results show the advantages of this
technique for DP control, especially for maintaining the
position and heading accurately in oblique and beam seas.
The neuro-fuzzy DP system shows the advantages of low
position deviation and a small thrust force requirement,
simultaneously. In other words, the neuro-fuzzy DP system
can achieve high-efficiency control in most conditions.
However, the present methodology for a nonconventional
portable-type DP control system is only a theoretical model.
When the DP control system is operated in practice, the
sensor signal treatment with a Kalman filter and the thruster
power lag are critical aspects that should be carefully
considered.
In summary, for many ocean engineering cases, the
portable DP system developed in this study can serve as a
practical and economical tool for assisting ships lacking a
DP system. Among the different control methods for DP
systems discussed in this paper, the neuro-fuzzy algorithm
is recommended for pipe-laying missions.work PD control and (b) neuro-fuzzy control in the DP system (Beaufort scale
Fig. 10. Ship motion response during the 2900 s path-tracking simulation involving neuro-fuzzy control in the DP system (Beaufort scale number ¼ 3).
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